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THE ECONOMICS OF EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING
J.

P. | Hollings*

engineering project of whatever type for which
earthquake resistant measures are necessary.

Synopis

This paper attempts to provide the designer
of large scale engineering works with a rational
method for judging how much capital it is proper
to spend on earthquake engineering for the
project in question.
It does this by setting
up the concept of a hypothetical disaster fund
maintained by capital contributions from each
new project built.
A variety of examples is given to illustrate
the argument and the application of the method.
l o0

Introduction:

Engineers have the responsibility for
planning the investment of large sums of capital
in physical works of all k i n d S o
As part of this planning, in seismically
active areas they also have the responsibility
for deciding how much additional capital should
be spent in providing a measure of earthquake
resistance for the project. This additional
sum of capital, over and above that needed for
the same scheme in a non-seismic area, can be
defined as the cost of earthquake engineering.
Although there has been some discussion
(e.g. Reference l) in the technical press on
the cost of earthquake engineering, there has
been no discussion anywhere, to the writer's
knowledge, on how high this cost should be
allowed to rise for any particular project;
that is, what level of expenditure should
properly be committed for earthquake engineering.
In current practice an appropriate expenditure
is set, partly automatically by conventional
rules such as codes, but equally as much by the
judgement of the particular design engineer or
earthquake "expert".
Experts are notoriously
narrow and biased and earthquake engineering
experts are no exception: that is, they tend
to indulge their specialty to the exclusion of *
wider problems.
In the context of this paper
this means that excessive sums may be arbitrarily
allocated as appropriate expenditures for
earthquake engineering a particular project.
The purpose of this paper is to outline
objective criteria or guidelines for assessing
an appropriate earthquake engineering expenditure
and, through examples, to compatre the results
obtained by applying these criteria with the
current practice of earthquake engineering.
The principle of this approach is not
1 i m i t e d to any one branch of engineering but is
general and is meant to be applied to any
* Consulting Engineer, Beca, Carter, Hollings
& Ferner, Wellington.

The guidelines proposed are not intended
for application individually to each and every
small project: thousands of these are designed
each year and for the moment it is assumed the
local codes are sufficient guidelines for
these works (although perhaps the codes themselves could be re-examined using the techniques
of this p a p e r ) .
Instead, the criteria outlined
are intended to be applied to those few large
works where the sums allocated as appropriate
expenditures for earthquake engineering are
themselves large and warrant some refinement.
It is recognised that because of the many
uncertainties involved, these guidelines must
be far from precise: however, it must also be
recognised that "the art of the engineer lies
in getting a solution to a problem for which
there is not enough information". (Reference 2 )
The economics of earthquake engineering is such
a problem and in this paper wherever a doubtful
variable occurs, high upper limits have in
every case been selected.
This leads to the
generally excessively conservative results of
this paper.
Engineers dealing with a particular
problem may choose to exercise their "art" and
use more moderate v a l u e s
0

0
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Public

and Private investment;

Before developing the main argument of
this paper it is necessary to deal with the
special case of the private investor.
For the
purpose of this paper, the private investor is
defined as one who cannot afford to risk the
loss he might sustain in a large earthquake and
who, therefore, must insure against this risk.
The public or state investor is one who carries
his own risk,
(Some very large companies might
of course also choose to do t h i s ) .
Quite apart from the private investor's
need to insure in order to protect himself
against a loss which might bankrupt him, it can
also be shown that for the private investor
earthquake protection obtained by means of
insurance - the cost of which is spread over
future years - will always be less costly than
earthquake protection obtained by engineering
measures, the cost of which is borne at the
time of construction.
This can be best illustrated by an example
in which the two types of expenditure are
compared.
In order to make a comparison it is
necessary to convert both types to the same
basis.
Throughout this paper this is done by
converting the future annual payments to an
equivalent present capital sum for comparison
with the proposed capital sum for expenditure on
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earthquake engineering.
This is known as the
"present value" method which determines an
equivalent present day capital sum which if
invested at the time of construction at a
specified rate of interest (to be selected
according to circumstances) will create a fund
from which annual payments can be made exhausting the fund at the end of the required term.
Thus, to return to the example, take the
worst earthquake risk recognised by insurance
companies:
this is a brick structure on filled
or reclaimed ground, for which the premium is
0 . 5 % of the insured value per annum, or 0 . 0 0 5
X dollars for a building insured for X dollars.
Assuming for the purpose of thi s example that
the company's earning rate is 1 5 % before tax
then, for a structure with a 3 0 year life, the
premiums paid during that period have a present
value of:
0.00.5X

+ 0 c 00 5 X / 1.15

+ 0 . 0 0 5 X / 1 . 15

2

(vii )

1 nflation is not a factor since,
although it will increase the amount
of the future premiums, it will also
increase the money value of the
company * s earnings to compensate.

Thus it may be concluded that for the private investor for whom earthquake insurance is
available on the current market such insurance
should be carried to ensure economic survival
in the event of a major earthquake as it will
generally be much cheaper than engineering
measure s f o^ earthquake protection.
For the State (or very large private
investor) the problem Is different:
thus the
State doe s not insure because :(I)
(ii)

... to 30
terms

It can absorb the loss from any one
event however large.
1 1 would not be possible to insure the
State s assets with insurance companies
because none w o u 1 d be prepared to
accept the large sums placed at ri sk
In the long run It Is cheaper f or the
State to carry its own risk rather than
pay an insurance company to do so
1

0

(this assumes the first payment of 0 . 0 0 5X is
paid at the beginning of the first year after
cons t rue t i on is complete)
=

? . 6 l

=

0.038X

x

0.005X
dollars.

Thus, thi s calculation shows that if X is taken
to be the capital cost of the buiIding at the
time of construction, then 3 • 8 % of X, if
inve sted in the company a t a rate of re turn of
15%
would cover the necessary premiurns.
9

A sum of similar order is obtained (the
exact amount depending on circumstances) if
loss of profit s insurance is taken out for
earthquake„
Insurance against loss of life in
earthquake is not normally required of a building owner (vi ewing the mat ter solely from a
commercial angle) since, if the normal bylaws
are complied with, a claim canno t be substantiated against hirm
Thus, for a total sum of
the order of 6% or ?% of initial cost, a private
investor can obtain complete protection against
a l 1 earthquake loss.
In contrast the same sum
if invested in earthquake provisions (as Is
shown later in specific example s) can be
expe ct ed to provide only partial protection.
There w i l 1 nearly always be some damage despite
the engineering precautions taken*
Some comment on the assumptions of the
above argument is appropriat e.
(I)
(ii)
(i i I)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

The company s earning rate before tax
is taken since insurance premiums are
a deduc t ible expense.
If the company * s earning rate is more
than 1 5 % the capitali sed cost of insurance w i 1 1 be less than that above•
It w i 1 1 also be less If depreciation
is alIowed for since the future premiums will be paid on a smaller capit al
value•
It will be less for almost any other
type of building than that allowed in
the example*
It will be much less if the insurance
is placed with the M.Z. Earthquake and
War Damage Commission,
It Is hardly affected if the building*s
life is doubled to 6 0 years since the
present value of the premiums then
increases from 3 *
to o n 1 y 3 • 8 I $ > .
?

(i i i )

0

In what f o 1 1 o w s the argument deals with the
State or publi c inve st or as defined above . Thi s
is not because this paper aims to solve the
problems of State investment:
it is only because
In this way the problem can be treated generally
and the argument developed, then applied to any
1 a r g e project of whatever type.
3. 0

Alternatives to Spending

Capital Sums on

Earthquake Engineering

To decide how much to spend on earthquake
engineering for a particular project we need an
equally sat i sf actory alternative.
To properly achieve the aim of this paper
we should seek the 1 owe s t cost a l t e r n a t I v e ,
Space permit s the examinat ion of only two:
the
alternative chosen may be more costly than
other alternat ive s not yet thought of, but it
w i 1 1 be sufficient he re as an upper bound.
The two alternatives are :(i)

or (ii)

Borrow overseas at the time of a
disaster a sufficient sum to pay a l 1
costs.
Maintain a disaster fund invested in
overseas* securitie s and of sufficient
size at any time to pay all costs from
a specific disaster.

As a first step It is ne ce s sary to evaluate
the annual cost of each of these proposals (i.e.
the annual cost of future earthquakes): later
thi s annual cost, which varie s for different
projects, must be converted to a capital sum
* Although some of this fund might be invested
internally, it is important that it should
be in asse t s whi ch can be readily 1 i q u e f i e d
in the event of a disaster:
thus, investment
in power s tat ions, motorway s or harbour works
would be unsuitable.
On the other hand,
readily available overseas cash could be
used for the prompt import of materials,
piant, and, if nece s sary, labour to repair
the damage while still maintaining N . Z . * s
current level of production of goods and
services and thu s her current standard of
1iving.

( the present capital cost of future earthquakes)
for compar i son with the proposed inve stment in
or cost of earthquake engineering for the
proj e ct.
^. 0

The Annual

Cost

of

Future

Earthquakes:

To discuss this it is first necessary to
select a "return period" for the "di saster"
earthquake here defined as an intensity of
shaking
times as severe as the El Centro
record and inflicted on every structure in
New Zealand on average once every 5 0 years o
This quit e gro ssly conservat ive as sumpti on has
been selected to ensure the re sult s of thi s
analy si s remain clearly an upper bound in spit e
of the lack of knowledge of earthquake frequency.
Refer now to Figure 1 . An interest rate of
6% has been selected as reasonable for each of
the sugge st ed alt ernative s•
The line ABCDE etc. shows how a uniform
payment of one do liar per annum into a fund
accumulates at a compound interest rate of 6%
per annum.
Withdrawals of the whole sum at 5 0
year intervals to correspond with a 5 0 year
di saster return per iod are shown. The graph
shows that one dollar per annum accumulates to
$ 2 9 0 *
at the end of each 5 0 year period and
re present s diagrammat i cally the behaviour of a
disaster fund (para 3 • 0 (ii) ) wi th perfectly
equally spaced earthquake s.

Of cour se total de s truet ion from earthquake doe s no t occur in cities and towns of
we s tern nat ions, even when the structure s of
these are not specifically designed for earthquake.
The proportion of damage to the total
capital investment at risk is called the loss
ratio. The evaluati on of thi s is anothe r
indefinite variable. Factual information is
rare however a useful guide is given in J
Freeman's well known text.
(Reference 3 ) •
Freeman gives loss ratios for various types of
buildings, ground conditions, etc.
His
averaged overall loss ratio allows a spot check
of the argument so far against present insurance
rates.
For an area as large as New Zealand,
Freeman suggests that a loss ratio of 5 % will
be very conservative averaged over all.
Applying this to the
annual sum computed above
gives the figure of 0 0 7 5 % per annum for the
overall total risk in New Zealand, which
compares reasonably with the 0 05%
charged by
the New Zealand Earthquake and War Damage
Commission
?

0

o

o

0

The Present

5 . 0

c

The line A A CC'EE* e t c shows the effect of
borrowing the $ 2 9 0 at equal intervals of 5 0 years
and of making annual equal repayments so that
the borrowed sum is fully paid of f each 5 0 years
(Alternative (ii) of para. 3 . 0 ) .
Compound
interest calculations show that for this scheme
the annual payment s requ ired for the $ 2 9 0
capital sum are $ 1 8 . ^ compared with the $ 1 per
annum of the previous scheme. Thus, it is
concluded that the di saster fund concept (Alternative (i) of'para. 3 • 0 ) should be selected for
further study.
8

0

Referring again to Figure 1 we see that if
the accumulated fund, instead of being withdrawn
at the end of the 5 ° year period, is allowed to
further accumulate, the rate of increase becomes
m u c h steeper so that after only 8 0 years four
disaster type earthquakes (FG plus HJ) can be
dealt with without exhausting the fund. (Line
BFGHJ).
Conversely, should such an earthquake
occur after only 3 0 years it may be ne ce ssary
to borrow wi th consequent high repayment s in
order to maintain the fund. To deal wi th this
effect the curve AN has been adopted as reasonable having regard to the very conservative
assumptions already made. Thi s curve produce s
the required 5 0 year sum in 2 8 y e a r s . * *
Compound interest calculations show that
the curve AN repre sent s an annual payment of
1 . 5% of the capital sum involved.,
In summary then, the argument so far
purports to say that if l^f> of all the capital
*

represented by permanent works in New Zealand
was each year inve sted in a fund beari ng 6%
interest, such a fund could be expected to
provide for a total wri t e-of f of thi s capital
sum from earthquake s wi th a re turn period of
5 0 years.

This graph and the figures quoted from it
assume that the first payment into the fund
is made at the end of the first year after
the fund begin s. Jf instead the f ir st payment
is made at the beginning of the first year,
the $ 2 9 0 become s $ 3 0 8 with similar minor
change s to the other figure s quoted.
* * 2 7 years if the first payment into the fund
is made at the beginning of the first year.

Capital

Cost

of

Future

Earthquakes:

Since in studying any particular project
it is the capital investment which is being
considered, it is necessary to convert the l^fo
per annum to an equivalent capital sum for
c oraparison.
This capital sum varies for the number of
years for which the annual payment must run
(i.e. the life of the p r o j e c t ) .
It also varies
with the interest rate which has been fixed here
at 6%
(Appropriate as described above for the
current return on investment in securites
outside N.Z. ) .
0

In addition it is nece ssary to allow for
varying degrees of loss in the disaster area of
a major earthquake. This loss ratio will be
different for varying projects.
The necessary compound interest calculations for varying loss ratios and for varying
project lives result in the graphs of Figs. 2
and 3 * »
(As in the example of paragraph 2 „ 0
these curves do not allow for depreciation and
are therefore slightly conservatives
again,
inflation is not a f a c t o r ) since the value of
P

* As for Figure 1 these graphs have been
calculated assuming the first of the
annual payments occurs at the end of the
first year.
If it is desired that the first
payment should occur at the beginning of the
first year there will be a slight upward
adjustment of the equivalent initial capital
required amounting to about 1 0 % for short life
and 5 % for long life projects. As will be
seen in the examples given later these
adjustments hardly affect the accuracy of
the final answers obtained when the many
assumptions necessary are taken into account.
Note that the graphs of Fig. 3 refer to loss
ratios in excess of 1 0 0 % .
This is to take
account of consequential losses such as life
and loss of income as will be explained later.
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overseas investment s made by the fund will be
subject to similar inflationary trends as the
risk in sured.
As an example of the curve's application
reading from Figure 2., a project with a proposed '40 year life and estimated to have a loss
ratio of XQ°/o wi thin the disaster area of a
disaster type earthquake requires a capital
contribution to the fund of 2,2%.
That is,
2. 2% of the capital value of the project if
invested in the earthquake fund will provide
complete cover for the st ruetur e throughout its
1iie.
It is this sum which must be compared
with the sums spent on earthquake engineering
in an attempt to provide partial protection for
the project,
Before apply ing the se graphs to specific
examples It is necessary to discuss in a
general way the amount and kind of protection
which can be hopefully provided for a structure
through earthquake engineering.
^ »

.

Further, t ha t whiIe it is possible to
reduce
damage
by increasing strength,
full elastic strength must be provided to
eliminate structural damage completely and
some non-structural damage may still occur,

6.2

Measures to control loss of life and the
risk of the structure going out of services

Similar pre cau t ions are needed for each of
these and he re it is not the elastic stren g t h
whi ch provide s f or life and serviceability but
ra ther the integri ty designed into the struct u r e
for the post-elastic phase of its response to
the shaking.
Thi s agin is because of the wide
gap between code strength and elastic r e s p o n s e
Ag a i n, ve ry substantial strength increases are
needed to eff ectively alter th i s situation.
Without the se increase s attent i on should be
concentrated on the post-elastj c performance c o mm only ref erred to as the d u e t i 1 i ty of the
structure; or more directly described perhaps
as the ability of 0

(i)

The Objectives of Earthquakes Engineering :

0

It is taken as axiomatic that the objectives of the engineer designing for earthquake
can be met If he achieves at least in part:(i)

(ii)

Redu cti on of damage (bo th structural
and non-structural
Reduction of the loss of life.
Reduction of the risk of the structure
going out of service.
c

(ii)
(Hi)

For different projects these objectives
will have widely differing degrees of importance,
Thu s, the exercise of dec iding how much
capital should be spent on earthquake engineering for a project mu st be sub-divided into the se
three categories and the decision made for each
In turn o
Before this can be done it is necessary to
try to i solat e tho se factors which control
damage, those which control the loss of life,
and tho se whi ch control the project's abilIty
to remain In service*
6. 1

Measure s to control damage:

If a structure can be made strong enough
to remain purely elastic during the passage of
a major shaking it will not sustain any d a m a g e
Figure
indi cat e s the order of structural
strength required to achieve thi s and shows
that, be cause the margin between code 1 o a d s and
elastic response is so great :0

(i)
(iI)

(iIi)

There must be structural damage as
energy is absorbed in the post-elastic
phase of structural response»
The r e mus t be substant ial deformations
as energy is absorbed and there fore
substantial secondary damage (unless
large clearances are provided for nonstructural element s ) .
Increa se s in strength of up to a hundred per cent are 1 i k e l y to have little
effect in damage reduction - several
hundred per cent are necessary.

It Is coneluded therefore that :.. .

Structural damage especially and to a
smaller degree non-structural damage is
influenced mainly by STRENGTH.

7 .0

Vert ical load carrying membe rs to
continue to carry vertical 1 o a d .
The structure to not separate into its
component par ts.
(Beams remai n on
columns, unit masonry stays together,
e tc. )

Illustrative

Examples:

The f oil owing example s show how the
methods described in the preceding paragraphs
might be applied in practice to pro j ect s in
whi ch the three objectives of earthquake
engi neering have widely dif fering importance.
The examples are drawn at random from the
author's practice and e 1 s e w h e r e and, in each
case, the pro j ect de s ign was completed be fore
this analysis was carried out.
Thus, the
re sult s in some case s show the sums spent on
earthquake eingineering to be reasonable, in
some cases perhaps more than was just if ied.
It will be noted again that there is great
scope for judgement in choosing the appropriate
value for the variables concerned but that
again each time a conservative upper bound has
been selected.
With more care and re search more
appropriat e fi gure s could be found for ma j or
works and the re sult s thus refinedo
Some of
the example s given would not usually be regarded as of sufficient importance to warrant an
analysis (e.g. some of the buildings which are
in any case controlled by the N. Z. Bylaw Code)
but they have been included because the information was r eadily available to illustrate the
me thod
0

7 . 1

A Warehouse Building;

Thi s example (chosen f or its simplici ty and
shown in Fig. 5 ) i s a st orage bu ilding wi th
precast concrete columns, steel and timber
roof framing, concrete block walls and of
approximate area 1 2 0 , 0 0 0 sq ft.
0

Under the headings of the three
it is found that :(i)
(ii)

objectives

The cost of the loss of 1 ife is
negligible since nobody works in it or
around it.
The cost of going out of service is
very s m a l 1 since, although the building might be damaged enough to let
water in, temporary protection for
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the contents can easily be obtained
with tarpaulins.
(It is assumed that
due to the precautions mentioned
below, actual collapse will not occur.)

0

With these assumptions the sole consideration is the cost of damage.
The loss factor for buildings of this type
must first be estimated.
That is, what percentage of total capital invested in this type of
building in the whole of the disaster area is lost
on each shaking.
It is a basic assumption that
no precautions are taken to resist earthquake
but that good building practice is otherwise
followed.
Freeman (Reference 3 ) suggests a
loss factor of 5% for well constructed brick
buildings of warehouse type up to 3 storeys high
and 10% on bad ground.
This one is on a crust
of good fill over marine sediments - so take 10%
as conservative*
Using a design life of 3 0
years, the graph of Figure 2 . shows that 2% of
initial capital cost is the absolute maximum
which can be justified for damage protection
alone.
That is, this sum invested in the fund
will totally cover all earthquake damage for the
3 0 year design life.

As explained in paragraph 6 . 1 , the level
selected for base shear primarily controls the
damage level, although for a low building such
as this one, it also contributes significantly
to safety.
It might be mentioned in passing that
because of the possibility of a change in use
during the building*s life (to manufacturing
for example) with a consequent risk to the life
of perhaps many people, it was decided, as a
professional' responsibility, that certain direct
measures should be taken for life protection
These are in the category described in paragraph
6 . 2 and are over and above the code requirements
They consist mainly of through tying of the roof
structure in both directions (and tying to the
columns and block walls) up to the full value
determined from plastic hinge moments in the
columns. The columns themselves were also
designed to sustain these plastic hinge rotations.
The routine of these techniques is fully described in Reference k.
0

c

7•2

A High Rise Apartment Building;

This example has been chosen because of its
high potential risk to life.
It is a reinforced concrete structure
(refer Figure 6 . ) of 1 6 storeys with flat plate
floors of approximately 5,000
sq.ft. each. All
of the lateral force or earthquake resistance
is concentrated in reinforced concrete frames
placed in the planes of the exterior walls.
Again it is first necessary to estimate a

It is judged therefore that to take 1% of
these buildings in the disaster area as total
collapses will be conservative.
The three objectives of earthquake engineering may now be evaluated separately.
(i)

Protection of Life;

To assess the cost of life loss, assume
the total building population of 3 0 0 to be
resident at the time of collapse and to be
lost as a result of the collapse and take the
value of one human life as $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 * .
The
actual financial loss per building due to the
loss of human life is then 3 0 0 x 1% x 1 0 0 , 0 0 ,
i.e,

$ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 .

The total value of the building is
approximately $ 1 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 so the loss ratio for
life alone is 20%,
If this is now applied to
Figure 2 assuming a ^ 0 year life, then k^% is
obtained as the equivalent capital sum which,
if invested in the disaster fund, will totally
cover all life loss for the ^ 0 year structure
life.

An analysis of the building shows that at
least kj?% of initial capital cost was spent in
order to provide for code base shears (this is
over and above wind, which was not dominant for
this building because of its large plan area
and low h e i g h t ) .

These measures provide a high degree of
safety for the main structural elements of this
building in a major shaking for an estimated
cost of 1*5% of initial capital cost.
Notwithstanding this extravagance, the building turned
out to be extremely economical.

loss factor for buildings of this type
Referring again to Freeman - a well built reinforced
concrete structure on rock (as this one is) but
without special precautions for earthquake may
be expected to have a loss ratio of 3% (taken
over the disaster area o n l y ) . This figure
includes all damage and actual collapse is
quoted as rare.

Referring now to the structure itself,
those measures wholly and solely directed to
the prevention of collapse and thus the
reduction of life loss consist of attempts to
improve the post-elastic performance of the
structure.
(Refer para 6 . 2 )
These consist of
special binding and shear steel in beams and
especially in columns (refer Figure ?) and
special structural steel slab reinforcing
(refer Figure 8 and Reference 5 ) »
For this
structure the total cost of these provision
has been estimated at $ 2 1 , 0 0 0 or l*k%
of total
building cost ( $ 1 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 ) .
Iri comparing this
l*k%
with the kjs% estimated above it must be
remembered that code or strength requirements
also contribute to life protection.
(ii)

Reduction of Damage;

Now to assess the cost of damage protection and using again Freeman's loss ratio of 3%,
Figure 2 gives for a ^ 0 year life 0 . 7 % as the
sum which invested in the fund will give complete cover against all damage during the ^ 0
year structure l i f e
To assess the amount
actually spent on damage protection, the graphs
of reference l. are useful. The relevant
graph is reproduced here as Figure 9 « For this
building the design base shear was 0 . 1 and the
wind base shear was 0 . 0 3 *
Thus, from Figure
9
for ( 0 . 1 - 0 o 0 3 ) ,
1 8 %
of structural cost can
be read as the total cost of seismic base shear*
Q

* The actual sum which should be chosen here
is open to a wide range of opinion - clearly
there will be some projects for which a
higher value would be prudent in a calculation of this type. However, in every case
a finite figure must be selected if an
assessment of economic loss is to have
meaning. A general discussion of some of
the factors involved will be found in
Reference 6 , Page 1 3 7 -
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The sum actually
spent on engineering work for
partial protection
The sum whi ch if
invested in the
fund would give
total protection

I.Ufa

5%

6.k%

k.5%

o ?%

5.2%

provi sion which when converted is the same as
5% of total cost.
In summary then for this structure see above.
While it is perhaps dangerou s to generali se
from such a broadly based argument as that outlined above, the se figures do sugge st that f or
this particular s tructural type be 1 1 e r value
might be obtained if more emphasis were placed
on direct provi s i on s for duct ility wi th
correspondingly reduced code loads
Also that
from the national viewpoint b e 1 1 e r o v e r a l 1 cover
might be obtained if code base she ars were
reduced and the corresponding savings inve sted
in a disaster fund,
0

(iii)

The Cost of going out of service:

0

strength of this concrete, the building could
easily be made 2 . 4 times as strong as that
required by the code. That is, it could be made
to resist a base shear coefficient of 0 3 6
before passing out of the elastic range.
Studies
of cost showed this strength could be achieved
for approximately 2 . 0 % (of total building cost)
above the cost of a structure designed to the
code or 3 o 0 % above a structure with just
sufficient steel to be weatherproof.
0

These figures also include extra costs of
certain partition detailing designed to reduce
secondary or non-structural damage. The se extra
costs were judged by the client to be good
value and were accepted.
To compare them now wi th the alternat ive s
of investing in the fund :For the cost of life loss, take a 1%
collapse risk as in the previ ou s example
and wi th a populati on of 1 8 0 the actual
loss averaged over thi s type of buildi ng
would be :-

The cost of the structure going out of
service is extremely small, does not affect the
argument here and so has been omit ted f or
clarity.
7.3

A Medium Height

Total

For direct damage
protection and
indirectly to assist
in life protection

For direct life protection (extra binding and shear reinforcement - structural
steel in slabs around
column s)

Student Hostel Building:

1%

Like the previous example thi s structure
also has a high potential risk to life; it is,
however, a shear wall structure rather than
the f rame structure of the previou s e xample and
thus is useful to illustrate a different approach
in assessing appropriate sum s whi ch might be
spent on earthquake protection.

The tubular form of the out s ide s h e 1 1 is
however extremely efficient f or re si s ting
-lateral forces,
Early calculations showed that
if the tube w a l 1 thi ckne s s were chosen as the
minimum for waterproofness and if extra reinforcing were added to fully utilise the shear

1 8 0

x

1 0 0 , 0 0 0 *

=

$ 1 8 0 , 0 0 0 ;

or on a total value of $ 7 2 0 , 0 0 0 a loss
ratio of 25%
Figure Two then for a kO
year life gives 5\%
for full cover for
life protection,, ( by extrapolation)
0

As for the previous example, 0 7%
maximum for full damage cover.
o

The building (illustrated in Figure 1 0 )
has a round form chosen by the archit ect for
economy of internal circulation and of enclosing
wal1o
The floors are flat plate and the
external w a l 1 s of minimum thickness reinforced
concrete acting as shear walls.
The higher
tower, which is the one di scu ssed here, has 1 2
main f 1 o o r s and two basement s .
Such a strue ture (in contrast to a f rame
structure) can be given very little inherent
ductili ty, As explained in paragraph 6 . 1 , it
can only therefore meet the three objectives of
earthquake engineering effectively by having a
several hundred per cent increase in strength
over that requi red by the code.

x

is a

Thi s give s a total of 6 . 2 % as an upper
limit for full cover in inve sted in the
fund.
Thi s may be compared with the 3 . 0 %
quoted abov e for engineering provi sion s „
As for the previous example, the co st of
the structure going out of service is s m a l 1
and has been omit ted for simplici ty
0
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A Railway Viaduct;

This is a hypothe tical example of a railway viaduct selected at a critical place on the
North Island Main Trunk,
It has been chosen to
demonstrate that for civil engineering works
the cost of life loss is often negligible (very
small risk of a passenger train on the bridge
at the time of the e a r t h q u a k e ) , while on the
other hand, the cost of the structure going out
of service may be severe and thus justify a
somewhat higher expenditure on engineering
* See comments on the evaluation of this figure
in paragraph 7 . 2 .

provisions.
In a major shaking 2 0 miles of track might
go out of commission, requiring about k weeks of
full time emergency repair before trains can run
again.
If one major viaduct has lost several
spans, it will take as much as 8 weeks to construct a temporary replacement „
If the earthquake occurs in a critical
section of line such that rail traffic cannot
be re-routed on alternative lines (there are
such sections on the North Island Main T r u n k ) ,
then k weeks of income loss for that- section of
the main trunk line must be charged to the bridge
failure.
Assuming this line Income to be
$ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 * per week and assuming one-third of
traffic can wait for the repair to be complete,
one-third will be transhipped by road or sea
(that is - on other agencies) and one-third is
lost, then the direct loss to the N. Z. Railways
for k weeks is 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 x 2 / 3 x k - i„e,
$

The question to be answered i s : apart
from any improvement achi eved in general bearing
capaci ty, was the cost of sand den s i f ication
justified purely because of the reduced seismic
risk?
It is assumed that :(I)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

1 , 3 3 3 , 0 0 0 .

Add to this the cost of the temporary
bridge , say , $ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 , giving a total loss of
S 1 , 5 8 3 , 0 0 0 .
If the capital value of the
original viaduct is assumed at $ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 say,
this gives a loss of 3 1 0 % .
Now it Is necessary
to judge the loss ratio for bridges not specif™
leally designed for earthquake (i.e. what proportion might be expected to lose several
spans*).
From study of records at Niigata,
Anchorage, Inangahua, etc,, take a ratio of one
in h as reasonable. This then gives a loss ratio
of 3 1 0 or ??%, which, when applied to Figure 3

(v)

0

Thu s for damage the loss rat io is
l / 5 x 5 0 % = 1 0 % (from (ii) and (iv) above

for a 60 year life shows that up to 1 8 % may be
spent on engineering provisions for preventing
the bridge from going out of service before the
equivalent sum which invested In the fund will
give complete cover, is reached.
7•5

Foundation Engineering for
Barrage:

an^Irrigation

One final example again to illustrate that
for civil engineering works the cost of the
facility going out of service can be a dominant
f actor
0

Figure II illustrates the structure to be
studied;
it is a reinforced concrete barrage,
one of an interlinked group which together form
an important control system for the new and
vast Irrigation system in the upper tributaries
of the river on the border between India and
West Pakistan,
The barrage was founded on a
loose fine uniform sand (particle size almost
entirely in the range 0 , 1 millimetres to 0 3
millimetres).
Such a sand Is subject to the
risk of liquefaction In a major shaking (the
area is seismically active at about the same
level as New Zealand) with the consequent risk
of a general sliding failure of the entire
structure.
By means of a proprietary process
known as V i b r o f 1 o t a t ion {in effect a very large
poker-type vibrator as illustrated In Figure 1 2 )
the sand was densified effectively down to a
depth of 2 5 feet below the structure.
Figure
1 3 shows the Increase in Raymond numbers
achieved and demonstrates that the risk of
liquefaction In a severe shaking has been
effectively removed0

* Not a relislcie figure but approximately
the r1gh t order.

of

The result of seismic liquefaction in
the uncompacted sand w o u 1 d be a substantial lateral movement of the
entire structure under the pressure of
the retained water*
Damage to the facility itself when this
occurred would be not less than 5 ° % of
t he capi tal value of the installation,
The strue ture would go out of service
for a substantial time and because of
the 1 inked irrigat ion system, the
losses are conservatively estimated at
2 0 0 % of the cost of the barrage
structure.
Just as every buiIding is not necessarily damaged in a major shak ing, every
earthquake shaking need not cause
liquefaction in every instance where
unif orm fine grained saturat ed sands
occur.
From general reading including
the Ni-igata shaking, it is assumed
that one failure in every five such
barrage s w i l 1 be a conservat ive
e st imateo
The topography and population downstream of the barrage is such that a
maj or failure would not threaten
human 1 if e

and for going out of service the loss ratio
is 1 / 5 x 2 0 0 % = k0% (from (iii) and (iv)
above
Applying the se to Figure s 2 and 3 for a
6 0 year 1 ife the sum of 1 2 4 % of initial capital
cost is obtained as the fund contribution
required to give total cover during an assumed
6 0 year 1 ife.
Now the capital cost of the barrage was
approx. and of the V i b r o f 1 o t a t i o n
treatment $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 or 3 . 3 % of initial capi tal
co st, thu s it may be concluded the inve s tme nt
in Vibroflotation, if assessed solely as
prevention of seismic liquefaction, was w e 1 1
spent o
$ 6 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

7 •6

Other example s;

Numerous other e xample s, illu strating the
losses consequent on a facility go ing out of
service, could be found from the somewhat
neglected field of earthquake protection of
civil engineer ing works,
For example, f or the
water supply system of a major city taken as a
w h o 1 e (i.e. to include reservoirs, reticulation,
pumping stations, etc.) quit e an appreciable
sum can be justified for earthquake protection
if the sy stern can be main tained in eff ective
use immediately after a serious shaking.
Thi s
Is be cause of the high con seque nt losses f rom
fire if adequate high pre ssure water is not
available
Yet in general, water supply
engineeers tend to limit their earthquake
engineering to the application of the New
Zealand 1 o a d i n g code to those few structures
whi ch might be part of the water supply sys tern
instead of studying the effectiveness of the
system as a whole after a disaster.
a
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Similarly, in harbour engineering currept
practice in ^ew Zealand again tends to be
circumscribed by the use of the New Zealand
loading code static forces applied to individual
structures,
In fact the history of major earth-,
(juakes demonstrates that harbour works tend to
be examples of catastrophic failures on a grand
scale especially where deep loose fills are
involved (such as those currently fashionable in
some of New Zealand's major ports).
A study of
the loss of income (both for the port itself
and for the nation) result ing from such a failore and using the methods outlined in this paper
would show that those sums available for earthquake engineering should not be spent on
structures which cannot hope to survive anyhow;
rather they should be spent on ensuring that a
part of the port is free of such effects and is
equipped with structures consciously designed to
remain operative and thus to keep the port open
at least for reduced traffic after a major
shaking.
No doubt readers will be able to find many
similar examples from their own experience,,
8. 0

Conclusion:

By setting up the concept of a hypothetical
disaster fund this paper attempts to give
engineers a yardstick which, with the addition
of a large measure of engineering judgement,
can be used to assess appropriate capital sums
as upper limits for the earthquake engineering
of major pro je ct s
c

Because of the interest earning capacity
of initial capital expenditure in the periods
between major earthquakes, a striking feature
of the analysis turns out to be the very small
percentage of total capital which can be justified for earthquake engineering.
Though not the main thesis of this paper,
the trend of some of the examples given suggests
that as a matter of national interest, New
Zealand might be better off if the severity of
the seismic loading codes were relaxed (but with
the addition of certain low cost provisions for
ductility improvements) and if the money so
saved were in fact invested in a real earthquake
found outside New Zealand. But such a hypothesis would need closer study and further develop*,
ment of the ideas set out in this paper before
it could have real status.
9.0
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The Warehouse Building Described in example 7.1
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Special Column Binding Steel for Ductility ( Refer example 7,2 )
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Special Flat Plate Column Head Reinforcing for Ductility (refer example 7.2 )
Figure N o . 8
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